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Product data sheet

Issue date:

Nick Hermetic 108

Trolley with "U" handle, double frame, 20 L Hermetic bucket, ø 80 mm wheels 
with bumpers, upper Rilsan painted grid, handle holder and 50 L bag holder

 The component list refers to the product in the photo cod. 0D0V6508E -  Bag not included

Technical information
code notes cm C L pcs kg m³

0D0V6508E grey frame and handle, green bucket  58   70   89 20 1 7,83 0,237
0D0R6508E grey frame and handle, red bucket  58   70   89 20 1 7,83 0,237
0D006508E grey frame and handle, blue bucket  58   70   89 20 1 7,83 0,237

Component list
cod. description qty
00003215 Hermetic bucket with lid and handle, 20 L, green 1 pc
00003311 "U" handle for Nick trolleys 1 pc
00003320 Plastic handle holder for "U" handle Nick trolleys, green 1 pc
H360308 Upper Rilsan painted grid to hold Hermetic bucket 1 pc
L030086 Double frame with wheels and bumpers, for 50 L Nick trolley, grey 1 pc
S070100 Back bag holder for "U" handle in Nick trolleys, green 1 pc

SYSTEM Washing trolley for pre-soaking system, with bag holder for dirty mops collection
Ideal for high-performance professional cleaning in medium-small environments
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G R E E N   B O X

Components made with certified recycled plastic PSV - Plastic Second Life

Equipped with buckets with recycled plastic components

First CFP Systematic Approach certified in Italy: the system developed by 
TTS makes it possible to quantify greenhouse gas emissions for each stage of the 
product life cycle
Quantifying the Carbon Footprint of a product (CFP) enables an environmentally 
conscious and responsible choice

Eco-friendly: completely made of polypropylene, non-rusting, solid and entirely 
recyclable

Advantages
• Hermetic closure: buckets with hook system between bucket and lid and a special gasket that ensure an airtight 

seal
• Shock-resistant: one-piece frame entirely made of plastic, guarantees lightness and strength and increased 

lifespan
• Easy to maintain: the smooth surfaces and the absence of cavities facilitate cleaning and guarantee a high level of 

hygiene
• Easy to assemble: without screws

Material
Polypropylene

Related products

Tri Wet 1 Mop Tris flat mop with strap tape system

Cotton pockets system flat mop Coloured laundry nets for mops 
and cloths
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Product options

Nick Hermetic 105
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